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Abstract
We present a design methodology that enables the semi-automatic generation of a hardware-accelerated graph building archi-
tectures for locally constrained graphs based on formally described detector definitions. In addition, we define a similarity 
measure in order to compare our locally constrained graph building approaches with commonly used k-nearest neighbour 
building approaches. To demonstrate the feasibility of our solution for particle physics applications, we implemented a real-
time graph building approach in a case study for the Belle II central drift chamber using Field-Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs). Our presented solution adheres to all throughput and latency constraints currently present in the hardware-based 
trigger of the Belle II experiment. We achieve constant time complexity at the expense of linear space complexity and thus 
prove that our automated methodology generates online graph building designs suitable for a wide range of particle physics 
applications. By enabling an hardware-accelerated preprocessing of graphs, we enable the deployment of novel Graph Neural 
Networks (GNNs) in first-level triggers of particle physics experiments.

Keywords Graph building · Graph neural networks · Field programmable gate arrays · Particle physics · Machine learning · 
Nearest neighbour · Belle II

Introduction

Machine Learning is widely used in particle physics for 
various reconstruction tasks and Graph Neural Networks 
(GNNs) are recognised as one possible solution for irregu-
lar geometries in high energy physics. GNNs have proven 
suitable for jet clustering [1], calorimeter clustering [2], par-
ticle track reconstruction [3–5], particle tagging [6, 7] and 
particle flow reconstruction [8]. However, all applications 
described above are implemented in an offline environment, 
relying on high performance computing clusters utilising 
Central Processing Units (CPUs) and Graphics Processing 
Units (GPUs) to achieve the required throughput for the 
analysis of collision events. Therefore, existing implemen-
tations are not suitable for real-time particle tracking and 
reconstruction in trigger systems of particle detectors.

The realisation of GNNs on FPGAs for particle tracking 
is an active area of research [4, 9–11]. Due to latency and 
throughput constraints, a suitable implementation meeting 
all requirements imposed by particle physics experiments 
is yet to be developed. Especially the generation of input 
graphs under latency constraints is a challenge that has not 
received full attention so far in the evaluation of existing 
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prototypes. Current prototypes as described in [4, 9] are 
trained on preprocessed graph datasets, taking into account 
geometric properties of detectors. However, a holistic imple-
mentation of GNNs for triggers requires the consideration of 
the entire data flow chain. This raises the question on how 
to build graphs under latency constraints in high-throughput 
particle physics applications.

In our work, we consider constraints from currently oper-
ating first level trigger systems [12–14]: event processing 
rates in the order of 10 to 100 MHz and latencies in the 
order of 1 to 10 � s render the utilisation of compound plat-
forms based on CPUs and Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) used in other research areas infeasible [15, 16]. For 
example, the typical transmission latency between CPU and 
FPGA on the same chip is already larger than 100ns, making 
up a considerable processing time [17].

To overcome the research gap, our work comprises the 
following contributions: first, we outline existing nearest 
neighbour graph-building methods and evaluate their feasi-
bility for trigger applications. Second, we develop a meth-
odology to transform formal graph-building approaches to 
hardware-accelerated processing elements in an automated 
way. Third, we evaluate our proposed toolchain on the 
Belle II central drift chamber (CDC), demonstrating the fea-
sibility of our solution to build graphs under the constraints 
imposed by current trigger systems.

The paper is organised as follows: in sect "Related Work", 
we give an overview of related work on FPGA-accelerated 
graph building. The CDC, the event simulation and details 
of the beam background simulation are described in sect 
"Simulation and Dataset". The methodology for transform-
ing discrete sensor signals into a graphical representation 
is discussed in sect. "Graph Building". The procedure 
for implementing real-time graph building in hardware is 
described in sect. "Toolchain". A concrete example of real-
time graph building for the Belle II CDC is provided in sec-
tion . We summarise our results in sect. "Conclusion".

Related Work

Previous work on FPGA-accelerated GNNs for particle 
physics utilise input graphs based on synchronous sampled 
collision events as input for training and inference of the 
respective networks [4, 18]. Early studies made use of fully 
connected graphs which lead to scalability challenges for 
detectors with more than 10 individual sensors [19]. Typical 
particle physics trigger systems have much higher number 
of sensors though (see Table 1).

Aiming to significantly reduce the maximum size of input 
graphs, the geometric arrangement of sensors in the detec-
tor has been considered recently [3, 5]. Nevertheless, input 
graphs are currently generated offline, stored in the FPGA 

memory and are accessed over AXI1-Mapped Memory inter-
faces in prototype implementations [9]. However, as sensors 
in detectors are read out as individual channels without pro-
viding relational information, the processing of input graphs 
must be considered as part of the critical path in online track 
reconstruction and trigger algorithms.

While building suitable input graphs for neural networks 
is a rather recent application, general nearest neighbour 
(NN) graph building has been studied extensively in litera-
ture [23–25]. In order to reduce the computational demand 
of NN graph-building algorithms, continuous efforts have 
been made towards building approximate graphs making 
use of local sensitive hashing [26, 27], backtracking [28], 
or small world graphs [29]. Performance improvements 
from these algorithms have been demonstrated for appli-
cations targeting high-dimensional graphs containing more 
than 106 vertices such as database queries [30]. There are 
two key challenges that limit the generalisation of these 
techniques in the particle physics trigger context. First, 
k-nearest neighbour ( k-NN) algorithms inherently rely on 
sequential processing and present challenges in efficient par-
allelisation. Second, while there is a wide range of graph-
processing frameworks available (see Ref. [31] for a survey 
on graph processing accelerators), none of them meet the 
stringent latency and throughput requirements of current 
particle physics trigger systems: FFNG [32] focuses on the 
domain of high-performance computing and therefore does 
not impose hard real-time constraints. GraphGen [33] relies 
on external memory controllers which introduce additional 
latency into the system. GraphACT [16, 34] utilises pre-
processing techniques on CPU-FPGA compound structures 
in order to optimise throughput and energy efficiency which 
again introduces non-determinism and additional latency. 
And lastly, current GNN accelerators like HyGCN [35] or 
AWB-GCN [36] use the previously described techniques 
to reduce the required system bandwidth and improve the 

Table 1  Input parameters for the first-level trigger systems in three 
current particle physics detectors

For CMS, 95 % quantiles for the number of sensor hits per event is 
reported in [9], while for the Belle II  CDC [20] and DUNE [21] the 
number of sensors inputs is given

CMS Belle II DUNE
[9, 22] [20] [21]

Subsystem Muon CDC ProtoDune SP
Number of sensors 6500 14,336 15,360
Trigger data input rate 40 MHz 32 MHz 2 MHz

1 AXI: Advanced eXtensible Interface, is an on-chip communication 
bus protocol.
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energy efficiency of the inference. They are therefore not 
suitable for particle physics applications.

Simulation and Dataset

In this work, we use simulated Belle II events to bench-
mark the graph-building algorithms. The detector geometry 
and interactions of final state particles with the material are 
simulated using GEANT4 [37], which is combined with the 
simulation of a detector response in the Belle II Analysis 
Software Framework [38]. The Belle II detector consists 
of several subdetectors arranged around the beam pipe in a 
cylindrical structure that is described in detail in Refs. [39, 
40]. The solenoid’s central axis is the z-axis of the laboratory 
frame. The longitudinal direction, the transverse xy plane 
with azimuthal angle � , and the polar angle � are defined 
with respect to the detector’s solenoidal axis in the direc-
tion of the electron beam. The CDC consists of 14336 sense 
wires surrounded by field wires which are arranged in nine 
so-called superlayers of two types: axial and stereo superlay-
ers. The stereo superlayers are slightly angled, allowing for 
3D reconstruction of the track. In the simulated events, we 
only keep the detector response of the CDC.

We simulated two muons ( �+,�− ) per event with momen-
tum 0.5 < p < 5GeV/c , and direction 17◦ < 𝜃 < 150◦ and 
0◦ < 𝜙 < 360◦ drawn randomly from independent uniform 
distributions in p, � , and � . The generated polar angle range 
corresponds to the full CDC acceptance. Each of the muons 
is displaced from the interaction point between 20 cm and 
100 cm, where the displacement is drawn randomly from 
independent uniform distributions.

As part of the simulation, we overlay simulated beam 
background events corresponding to instantaneous luminos-
ity of Lbeam = 6.5 × 1035  cm−2s−1 [41, 42]. The conditions 
we simulate are similar to the conditions that we expect to 
occur when the design of the experiment reaches its ultimate 
luminosity.

An example of an event display for a physical event 
e+e− → �+�−(�) is shown in Fig. 1. It is visible that the 
overall hit distribution of the exemplary event is dominated 
by the simulated beam background signal.

Graph Building

This work proposes a methodology for transforming dis-
crete sensor signals captured inside a particle detector into 
a graphical representation under real-time constraints. Par-
ticular importance is given to the use-case of particle physics 
trigger algorithms, adhering to tight latency constraints in 
the sub-microsecond timescale.

Current large-scale particle detectors are composed of 
various discrete sensors and often, due to technical limita-
tions, placed heterogeneously inside the system. For this rea-
son, signals from the sensors cannot be considered regularly 
distributed, as it is the case with, for example, monolithic 
image sensors. In the following, a detector D is defined as a 
set of N discrete sensors {s⃗1, ..., s⃗N} , where each individual 
sensor s⃗i is described by a feature vector of length f. Some 
examples for described features are the euclidean location 
inside the detector, the timing information of the received 
signal, or a discrete hit identifier. To map relational con-
nections between individual sensors, a graph based on the 
detector description is generated which contains the respec-
tive sensor features.

Formally described, a graph building algorithm gener-
ates an non-directional graph G(D, E), where D is the set of 
vertices of the graph, and E ⊆ D × D is the set of edges. The 
set of vertices is directly given by the previously described 
set of sensors in a detector. Each edge eij = e(s⃗i, s⃗j) ∈ E 
with s⃗i, s⃗j ∈ D in the graph connects two sensors based on 
a building specification, that depends on sensor features. In 
the following, we consider the case of building non-directed 
graphs. We do not introduce any fundamental restrictions 
that limit the generalisation of our concept to directed 
graphs.

In general, graph building approaches are tailored to 
the specific detector and physics case. We consider three 
approaches that can be classified into two classes of nearest-
neighbour graph building: locally constrained graphs, and 
locally unconstrained graphs.

Fig. 1  Typical event display showing the transverse plane of the 
Belle  II CDC. Hits generated by signal muon particles are shown 
with purple markers and background hits by black markers
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Figure 2 depicts an exemplary cut-out of a detector, in 
which sensors are placed heterogeneously in two-dimen-
sional space. For simplicity, sensors are aligned in a grid-
like structure without restricting the generality of our graph-
building approach. A graph is built for a query vertex which 
is depicted by a solid black circle. We use the exemplary 
query vertex to illustrate NN-graph building on a single ver-
tex for simplicity. In the following, we compare the three 
building approaches and explain their differences.

k‑NN

k-NN graph building is illustrated on a single query node in 
Fig. 2a. Repeating the building algorithm sequentially leads 
to a worst-case execution time complexity of O(k|D| log(|D|) 
[23]. To reduce the execution time, parallelisation of the 
algorithm has been studied in Ref. [24], achieving a lower 
theoretical complexity. Based on the optimisation, a linear 
O(|D|) time complexity is achieved in experimental evalua-
tion [25]. Nevertheless, substantial processing overhead and 
limitations through exclusive-read, exclusive-write memory 
interfaces limit the usability for trigger applications. To 
achieve a higher degree of parallelisation, algorithms as 
described in Refs. [27, 28] make use of locally constrained 
approximate graphs.

ϵ‑NN

ϵ-NN graph building is illustrated on a single query node 
in Fig. 2b. The parameter ϵ defines an upper bound for the 

distance of a candidate vertex from the query vertex. All ver-
tices for which Eq. (1) holds true are connected in a graph, 
yielding a locally constrained graph. Figuratively, a uniform 
sphere is placed over a query point joining all edges which 
are inside the sphere into the graph:

Since the ϵ-NN approach is controlled by only one param-
eter, it is a general approach to building location-constrained 
graphs. However, variations between adjacent sensors in het-
erogeneous detectors are not well represented in the ϵ-NN 
algorithm.

p‑NN

Pattern nearest-neighbour ( p-NN) graph building is illus-
trated on a single query node in Fig. 2c. For building the 
graph, every candidate sensor is checked and, if the pre-
defined condition p(x⃗i, x⃗j) in Eq. (2) is fulfilled, the edge 
between candidate node and query node is included in the 
graph:

Comparison

When comparing the k-NN, the ϵ-NN and the p-NN algo-
rithms, it is obvious that in general all three approaches yield 
different graphs for the same input set of sensors. The p
-NN building and the ϵ-NN building can both be considered 
locally constrained algorithms with differing degrees of free-
dom. While ϵ-NN building maps the locality into exactly one 
parameter, the definition of the p-NN building offers more 
flexibility. In contrast, the k-NN approach differs as outliers 
far away from a query point might be included. Neverthe-
less it is noted in Ref. [43], that on a uniformly distributed 
dataset a suitable upper bound ϵ* exists, for which the result-
ing ϵ-NN graph is a good approximation of corresponding 
k-NN graph.

Toolchain

In the following, we leverage the described mathematical 
property to demonstrate the feasibility of building approxi-
mate k-NN graphs for trigger applications. First, we provide 
a methodology to evaluate the approximate equivalence of 
k-NN, ϵ-NN and p-NN graph building approaches, provid-
ing a measure of generality for k-NN parameters chosen in 
offline track reconstruction algorithms [3, 21]. Second, we 
semi-automatically generate a generic hardware implemen-
tation for the p-NN graph building, thus demonstrating the 

(1)d(x⃗i, x⃗j) = ‖x⃗i − x⃗j‖2 < 𝜖.

(2)p(x⃗i, x⃗j) ⇒ True.

Fig. 2  Example for the three different approaches of building nearest 
neighbour graphs. Sensors inside a detector are depicted as circles. A 
sensor which is hit by a particle is identified by a solid outline, those 
without a hit by a dotted outline. The query vertices are depicted in 
black. Edges connecting two nearest neighbours are indicated by a 
solid line. Nodes filled with purple are considered candidate sensors, 
which are part of the specified search pattern around the query vertex
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feasibility of graph-based signal processing in low-level 
trigger systems.Since ϵ-NN graph building is a special case 
of p-NN graph building, we have also covered this case in 
our implementation. Third, we perform a case study on the 
Belle II trigger system demonstrating achievable through-
put and latency measures in the environment of trigger 
applications.

Hardware Generator Methodology

Algorithms that generate graphs by relating multiple signal 
channels belong to the domain of digital signal processing. 
As such they share characteristics of typical signal process-
ing applications like digital filters or neural networks. Both 
applications are data-flow dominated and require a large 
number of multiply-and-accumulate operators and opti-
misations for data throughput. Thus, implementing these 
algorithms on FPGAs improves latency and throughput in 
comparison to an implementation on general purpose pro-
cessors [44].

Various high-level synthesis (HLS) frameworks have 
been developed to reduce the required design effort such as 
FINN  [45, 46] and HLS4ML  [47, 48] with which the reali-
sation of the GarNet, a specific GNN architecture, is possi-
ble. Although these frameworks offer a low entry barrier for 
the development of FPGA algorithms, they are unsuitable 
for the implementation of our graph building concept.

Therefore, we propose a generator-based methodology 
enabling to transform a graph building algorithm into an 
actual firmware implementation, that grants us complete 
design freedom at the register transfer level. Figure 3 illus-
trates our development flow for both the generation of an 
intermediate representation of the circuit and an algorithmic 
evaluation of the building approach. As an input a database 
containing the formal definition of a detector is expected 
alongside hyperparameters, e.g. ϵ  for the ϵ-NN graph build-
ing. Based on the selected approach, an intermediate-graph 
representation is generated, containing informationon how 
the building approach is mapped onto the detector. The 
intermediate-graph representation serves as an input for the 
hardware generation and the algorithmic evaluation.

On one side, an intermediate-circuit representation is gen-
erated by combining the intermediate-graph representation 
and parameterised hardware modules from our hardware 
description language (HDL) template library. The template 
library contains the elementary building blocks required 
to implement online graph building, in particular the static 
routing network, the edge processing elements and inter-
face definitions. We use Chisel3 [49] as hardware-design 
language providing an entry point to register transfer-level 
circuit designs in Scala.

On the other side, the intermediate-graph representation 
is evaluated on a user-defined dataset and compared to a 

generic k-NN graph-building approach. To achieve a quan-
titative comparison, we introduce similarity metrics for dif-
ferent operating conditions in the detector in section . This 
result can be used to iteratively adapt hyperparameters in the 
ϵ-NN or p-NN approach, improving the similarity to k-NN 
graphs that are often used in offline track reconstruction.

Intermediate‑Graph Representation

The parameter ϵ  in the ϵ-NN approach and the pattern func-
tion in the p-NN approach limit the dimensionality of the 
graph under construction. In comparison to fully connected 
graphs, the maximum number of edges is lowered by impos-
ing local constraints on the connectedness of sensors in the 
detector. Local constraints are implemented by considering 
the influence of static sensor features, like euclidean dis-
tances between sensors, during design time of the FPGA 
firmware. Leveraging the a priori knowledge of the sensor 
position, the computational effort required during online 
inference of the algorithm is lowered.

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to derive the inter-
mediate-graph representation of an arbitrary graph-building 
procedure. As an input the formally described set of sen-
sors D is given. Iterating over every sensor in the detec-
tor, the locality of not yet visited sensors is checked by a 

p-NN
building

Hardware generator

-NN
building

HDL
template

library

Intermediate-graph
representation

Similiarity metric

Algorithmic evaluation

Detector description
and hyperparameters Dataset

Intermediate-circuit
representation

k-NN
building

Fig. 3  Proposed generator-based methodology for our graph build-
ing approach. On the left side, the development flow for the hardware 
implementation is depicted, yielding an intermediate hardware repre-
sentation. On the right side, flow for the algorithmic evaluation of the 
algorithms is shown
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user-defined metric describing the graph building approach. 
If a sensor is considered to be in the neighbourhood of 
another sensor, the connection is added to the resulting set of 
edge candidates E. All edges in E must be checked for their 
validity during the inference of the online graph building.

The combination of the formal detector description and 
the set of candidate edges is sufficient to describe an arbi-
trary building approach on non-directed graphs. Accord-
ing to algorithm 1, the worst-case time complexity during 
design-time amounts to O(|D|2) , which is higher than the 
worst-case time-complexity of state-of-the-art k-NN build-
ing approaches. However, the worst-case time-complexity 
during run-time is now only dependent on the number of 
identified edges during design-time. Therefore, generating 
a graph of low dimensionality by choosing a suitable metric 
, e.g. a small ϵ  in the ϵ-NN approach, considerably low-
ers the number of required comparisons at run-time. Such 
an optimisation would not be possible when using a k-NN 
approach, as even for a low dimensionality all possible edges 
must be considered.

Algorithm 1  Design-time graph building

Full Toolchain Integration

Our methodology covers the conversion of an arbitrary 
graph building algorithm into an intermediate-circuit repre-
sentation. The resulting intermediate-circuit representation, 
implemented on the FPGA as a hardware module, exposes 
multiple interfaces on the FPGA. On the input side, hetero-
geneous sensor data are supplied through a parallel inter-
face as defined in the detector description. On the output 
side, graph features are accessible through a parallel register 
interface to provide edge features to successive processing 
modules.

Considering the application of our module in a latency-
sensitive, high-throughput environment like particle experi-
ments, direct access to graph data is required at the hardware 

level. Therefore, bus architectures employed in general-pur-
pose processors, like AXI or AMBA, are not suitable for our 
use case. For this reason, our graph building module is con-
nected to subsequent modules via buffered stream interfaces, 
reducing the routing overhead in the final design.

Figure 4 depicts exemplary, how our Chisel3-based graph 
building methodology is combined with state-of-the-art HLS 
tools, such as HLS4ML [48], FINN [45, 46] or ScaleHLS 
[51, 52] in order to enable the generation of hardware-accel-
erated neural networks. The left side of the figure depicts a 
generic HLS flow converting, for example, a PyTorch [50] 
neural network model into hardware modules.. The register 
transfer level description of hardware modules generated by 
HLS toolchains are composed of discrete registers, wires, 
and synthesisable operations. In a similar way, the right side 
of the figure depicts our proposed graph building procedure. 
The formal detector description and the user-defined graph 
building metric are used as an input to generate a register-
transfer level description of the hardware module. As both 
toolchains are generating hardware descriptions in the reg-
ister transfer abstraction level, merging the two modules is 
feasible. Last, a top level design combining both modules 
in SystemVerilog [53] is generated for an FPGA-specific 
implementation using commercially available toolchains, for 
example Vivado ML [54].

Module Architecture

Utilising the generated intermediate graph description, avail-
able generator templates, and user-defined hyperparameters, 
a hardware module is generated at the register-transfer level. 
The system architecture of the module is depicted in Fig. 5. 

Hardware module integration 
on register transfer level

High-level
synthesis tools

Graph building
framework

Hardware
module

Hardware
module

Formal
description

PyTorch
frontend

SystemVerilog

Fig. 4  Exemplary integration of our graph building methodology into 
a state-of-the-art HLS design flows
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The total number of graph edges |E| is factorised into M edge 
processing elements and N graph edges per edge processing 
element. Time variant readings from the detector sensors, 
e.g. energy or timing information, are scattered to an array of 
M edge processing elements via a static distribution network. 
In this way, each edge processing element has conflict-free 
access to the sensor data for classifying the respective edges. 
Every edge processing element builds N graph edges in a 
time-division multiplex. For each edge which is processed 
in an edge processing element, data from two adjacent sen-
sors are required which are provided to the edge processing 
element. Therefore, to process N edges data from 2N sen-
sors are required. Consequently, graph edges are built from 
candidates identified at design time yielding a sparse array 
of both active and inactive edges. In the described archi-
tecture, all generated edges are accessible through parallel 
registers. In case a serial interface is required for successive 
algorithms, an interface transformation is achieved by add-
ing FIFO modules.

Figure 6 illustrates the block level diagram of an edge 
processing element in detail. During design-time, each 
hardware module is allocated N edges which are built 
sequentially. Static allocation allows a priori known sensor 
and edge features, like euclidean distances, to be stored in 

read-only registers. During run-time, the described module 
loads static features from the registers, combines them with 
variable input features, like the deposited energy, and classi-
fies the edge as active or inactive. The online graph building 
is carried out in three steps. First, a pair of sensor readings 
is loaded from the shift registers, and static sensor and edge 
features are loaded from a static lookup table. Second, a 
Boolean flag is generated based on a neighbourhood condi-
tion, e.g. a user-specified metric is fulfilled for two adjacent 
sensors. Third, the resulting feature vector of the edge is 
stored in the respective register. Feature vectors of all edge 
processing elements are routed via a second static distribu-
tion network mapping each edge to a fixed position in the 
output register.

The proposed architecture takes advantages of distrib-
uted lookup tables and registers on the FPGA in two ways. 
First, due to the independence of the edge processing ele-
ments space-domain multiplexing is feasible on the FPGA 
even for large graphs. Second, static features of the graph 
edges and vertices are stored in distributed registers allow-
ing logic minimisation algorithms to reduce the required 
memory [55].

To conclude, we developed an architecture for online 
graph building which is well suited for the latency-con-
strained environment of low level trigger systems in particle 
physics experiments. The variable output interface allows 
for an easy integration of successive trigger algorithms and 
leaves ample room for application-specific optimisation. The 
number of output queues is controlled by the parameter N 
which yields a flexible and efficient design supporting vari-
able degrees of time-domain multiplexing.

Case Study: Belle II Trigger

To demonstrate the working principle of our concept, we 
adapt our graph building methodology for the first-level (L1) 
trigger of the Belle  II experiment. The implementation 
focuses on the CDC (see sect. "Simulation and Dataset") 
that is responsible for all track-based triggers.

Environment

The aim of the trigger system is to preselect collision events 
based on their reconstructed event topologies. In order to 
filter events, a multi-stage trigger system is employed. As a 
result, the effective data rate and thus the processing load of 
the data acquisition systems is reduced.

To give an overview of the constraints and requirements 
imposed by the experiment, the existing system is briefly 
described in the following. The L1 track triggers are shown 
schematically in Fig. 7. They perform real-time filtering with 
a strict latency requirement of 5 �s [20]. The sense wires 
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inside the CDC are sampled with 32MHz and wire hits are 
accumulated for approximately 500ns. In order to process 
all available input signals concurrently, a distributed FPGA-
based platform is employed.

To obtain a trigger decision, track segments are generated 
from incoming events in parallel by performing space-divi-
sion multiplexing. Based on the output of the track segment 
finder (TSF), multiple algorithms including conventional 2D 
and 3D track finding algorithms as well as a Neural Network 
Trigger [14] generate track objects of varying precision, effi-
ciency, and purity for a Global Decision Logic [56].

The integration of GNNs in the L1 trigger system requires 
an online-graph building approach that is optimised for 
both latency and throughput. In this case study, we employ 
our proposed toolchain to generate an application-specific 
graph-building module as described in the previous section 
while adhering to constraints in the challenging environment 
of the Belle II experiment.

Graph Building

The wire configuration of the CDC is mapped onto the for-
mal detector definition from sect. "Graph Building", using 
wires as discrete sensors. These sensors are called nodes 
or vertices in the following. Inside the L1 trigger system, 
three signals are received per wire: a hit identifier, the TDC 
readout and the ADC readout, where TDC is the output of a 
time-to-digital converter measuring the drift time, and ADC 
is the output of an analogue-to-digital converter measuring 
the signal height that is proportional to the energy deposi-
tion in a drift cell. Cartesian coordinates of the wires inside 
the detector are known during design time and used as static 
sensor features. Additionally, the distance between two ver-
tices, which is also known during design-time, is considered 
as an edge feature.

Illustrating the working principle our graph building 
approaches, Fig. 8 depicts four cut-outs of the CDC in the 
x-y plane for z = 0.

In sector Ⓐ, hit identifier received by the detector for an 
exemplary event are indicated by black markers. The other 
three sectors show one graph building approach each: Sector 
Ⓑ depicts a k-NN graph for of k = 6 , as there are up to six 
direct neighbours for each wire. The k-NN graphs connects 
wires that are widely separated. Sector Ⓒ shows an ϵ-NN 
graph for ϵ = 22 mm. The specific value for ϵ is chosen, 
because 22 mm is in the range of one to two neighbour wires 
inside the CDC. This graph building approach connects hits 
in close proximity only, yielding multiple separated graphs. 
In addition, more edges are detected in the inner rings com-
pared to the outer rings of the detector due to the higher wire 
density in this region. Finally, sector Ⓓ shows a p-NN graph 
using the pattern described in Fig. 9. The pattern extends the 
existing pattern [57–59] of the currently implemented TSF 
in the L1 trigger system by taking neighbours in the same 
superlayers into account. When comparing the ϵ-NN graphs 
and the p-NN graphs with each other, it is observed that the 
degrees2 of p-NN vertices are more evenly distributed (see 
inserts in Fig. 8).

CDC TSF

2D track
finder

Event time
finder

3D track
finder

Neural
network
trigger

To
 g

lo
ba

l d
ec

is
io

n 
lo

gi
c

Fig. 7  Flowchart of the L1 trigger system at the Belle II experiment, 
limited to systems that use the wire hit information from the CDC 
[56]

Fig. 8  Typical event display of the CDC for various graph building 
approaches. Quadrants show Ⓐ all hits, Ⓑ k-NN graph building (k=6), 
Ⓒ ϵ-NN graph building ( ϵ=22 mm), and Ⓓ p-NN graph building (see 
Fig. 9). The inserts show zooms to a smaller section of the CDC

2 The degree of a vertex of a graph is the number of edges that are 
connected to the vertex.
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Parameter Exploration

In general, k-NN, ϵ-NN and p-NN algorithms generate 
different graphs for an identical input event. However, to 
replace k-NN graph building with a locally constrained 
graph building approach, the graphs should ideally be iden-
tical. As the generated graphs depend strongly on the chosen 
hyperparameters, on the geometry of the detector, and on 
the background distribution of the events under observa-
tion, a quantitative measure of the similarity of the gener-
ated graphs between k-NN graphs and locally constrained 
graphs, such as ϵ-NN or p-NN graphs, is necessary. The 
optimal choice of the hyperparameter ϵ* is the one that 
maximises the similarity for any k. For this optimisation, 
we use simulated events as described in sect. "Simulation 
and Dataset". We generate both the k-NN graphs and the 
locally constrained graphs on the dataset considering the 
neighbourhood of wires inside the detector. Edges of the k
-NN graphs are labelled Ek , whereas the edges of observed 
locally constrained graphs are labelled El . We measure the 

similarity between the two graphs using the binary classifi-
cations metrics recall and precision defined as

To perform the evaluation, we automate the parameter 
exploration using Python 3.10. We vary k between 1 and 
6 and ϵ  between 14 and 28 mm, as the minimal distance 
between two wires in the CDC is approximately 10 mm. 
Precision and recall scores are calculated for every pair of k 
and ϵ parameters and show mean value over 2000 events in 
Fig. 10. As expected, the precision score increases monoton-
ically when parameter k is increased. In addition, it increases 
if the parameter ϵ is reduced. The recall score behaves in 
the opposite way: It monotonically decreases when param-
eter k is increased. In addition, it decreases if the parameter 
ϵ is decreased. Similarity is defined as the ratio between 
recall and precision, where an optimal working point also 
maximises recall and precision themselves. We observe that 
we do not find high similarity for all values of k. Maximal 
similarity is found for k = 3 and ϵ = 22mm , and k = 4 and 
ϵ = 28mm , respectively. The corresponding precision and 
recall on the underlying data set are around 65–70%.

The similarity between k-NN and ϵ-NN graphs can be 
interpreted in relation to the mathematical statement from 
Ref. [43] (compare sect. "Graph Building"). Based on the 
background noise and the large number of hits per event, 
we assume that the hit identifiers in the dataset are approxi-
mately uniformly distributed. Therefore, we expect that pairs 
of k-NN and ϵ-NN graphs exist that exhibit a high degree 
of similarity, e.g. precision and recall scores close to one. 

(3)recall =
|Ek ∩ El|

|Ek|
,

(4)precision =
|Ek ∩ El|

|El|
.

Fig. 9  Two query vertices illustrate the neighbourhood pattern in 
hourglass shape used for the Belle II detector case study. The super-
layer is rolled off radially and an exemplary cut-out is shown. Ver-
tices which are considered neighbour candidates of the respective 
query vertex are shown as purple-filled markers

(a) Precision (b) Recall

Fig. 10  Precision and recall for the comparison of the k-NN and ϵ-NN graph building approaches
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Our expectation is only partially met as the trade-off point 
reaches only about 65–70 %. The achieved metrics indicate, 
that the k-NN graph-building approach from high-level trig-
ger algorithms may be replaced by the ϵ-NN graph-building 
approach in the first-level trigger and behave qualitatively 
similar.

We perform the same comparison between the k-NN 
and the p-NN graph building approach as shown in Fig. 11. 
We achieve similar results in comparison to the ϵ-NN com-
parison: the recall score is monotonically decreasing for a 
larger parameter k, and the precision score is monotonically 
increasing for larger parameter k. For k between three and 
four, precision and recall scores are approximately similar 
and around 70 %.

Again, our expectation of a high degree of similarity is 
only partially met. This similarity is to be expected, as the 
chosen pattern is also locally constrained and approximately 
ellipsoid.

Prototype Setup

For the implementation of the proposed algorithm into a 
hardware prototype, the CDC is partitioned into 20 par-
tially overlapped, independent sectors in � and radial dis-
tance r for the L1 trigger. Each �-r-sector is processed 
physically isolated by one FPGA platform, the overlapping 
of the sectors ensures that no data is lost. The overlap-
ping sectors must be merged in subsequent reconstruction 
steps that are not part of the graph-building stage. In the 
following, the graph-building module is implemented on 

the Belle II Universal Trigger Board 4 (UT4) featuring a 
Xilinx Ultrascale XCVU160WE-2E. The UT4 board is cur-
rently used in the Belle II L1 Trigger and therefore serves as 
a reference for for future upgrades of the L1 trigger system.

To implement the online graph building module, we 
generate JSON databases for every �-sector of the CDC. 
Each database represents a formal detector containing the 
positions of the wires and information about sensor features 
as described in sect. "Graph Building". Sensor features are 
composed of 1bit for the binary hit identifier, 5bit for the 
TDC readout, 4bit for the ADC readout, and the Cartesian 
coordinates of the wires. Additional edge features contain-
ing information about the wire distances of two adjacent 
vertices are included as well. The resolution of the euclidean 
features can be arbitrarily chosen and is therefore considered 
a hyperparameter of the module implementation.

The sector database and a function describing the pattern 
as illustrated in Fig. 9 is provided as an input to our proposed 
toolchain which is implemented in Python 3.10. An interme-
diate graph representation is generated as a JSON database, 
containing a type definitions of all vertices, edges and their 
respective features. In addition, features known at design-
time, such as Cartesian coordinates, are rounded down, 
quantised equally spaced, and included in the intermediate 
graph representation. By generating the databases for all 20 
sectors, we identify the smallest and largest sector of the 
CDC to provide a lower and an upper bound for our problem 
size. The maximum number of edges in each sector is deter-
mined by the pattern from Fig. 9. The smallest sectors are 
located in superlayer two containing 498 vertices and 2305 
edges, while the largest sectors are located in superlayer six 
containing 978 vertices and 4545 edges.

To demonstrate our graph building approach, we syn-
thesise the previously generated intermediate graph repre-
sentation into a hardware module targeting the architecture 
of the UT4. We provide the JSON database as an input 
for the hardware generator, which is a set of custom mod-
ules implemented in Chisel 3.6.0. In addition, we provide 
a Scala function that performs the online classification of 
edge candidates based on the hit identifier: an edge candi-
date is considered valid, if the hit identifiers of both adja-
cent vertices are hit. For the edge processing elements we 
choose the number of edges per edge processing element 
N of eight. Therefore, eight edges are processed sequen-
tially in every edge processing element as described in sect. 
"Toolchain". Based on the required throughput of 32MHz, a 
system frequency of at least 256MHz is required to achieve 
the desired throughput. By starting the generator applica-
tion, edges and features are extracted from the intermediate 
graph representation and scheduled on edge processing ele-
ments. After completion, the hardware generator produces a 
SystemVerilog file containing the graph-building hardware 
module [53].

Fig. 11  Precision and recall for the comparison between the p-NN 
graphs (for the pattern see in Fig. 9) and the 

k
-NN graphs
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Implementation Results

For further evaluation, the SystemVerilog module 
implementing the presented p-NN graph building is 
synthesised out-of-context for the UT4 board using 
Xilinx Vivado 2022.2. During synthesis, the target fre-
quency fsys is set to 256MHz, for which no timing viola-
tions are reported by the tool. In addition, functional tests 
are performed to validate the algorithmic correctness of the 
module. In the following, we perform two series of measure-
ments to validate the feasibility of the proposed implementa-
tion on the Xilinx Ultrascale XCVU160WE-2E FPGA.

Figure  12 depicts the results of the two evaluation 
series, reporting the utilisation on the UT4 board for the 
respective resource types. The first series of three syn-
thesised versions is shown in Fig. 12a, varying the input 
graph size in a suitable range between the 2305 and 4545 
edges. The highest occupancy is reported for registers, 

amounting up to 16.46 % for the largest input graph, as 
opposed to 7.84 % for the smallest graph. For all other 
resource types, the utilisation is lower than 5 %. In general, 
it is observed that the resource utilisation scales linearly 
with the number of edges in the input graph.

For the second series, a variation in resolution of the 
underlying edge features is considered. An overview of 
all utilised features is given in Table 2. The width of fea-
tures that are received as inputs from the CDC, namely hit 
identifier, ADC readout, and TDC readout, are exemplary 
chosen in a way which is supported by the current readout 
system. As an example, the TDC readout quantisation of 
5bit derives from the drift time resolution of 1ns at a trig-
ger data input rate of 32MHz. The resolution of euclidean 
coordinates and distances can be optimised at design-time.

In the following, we choose a resolution between 4 to 
16 bit which results in a quantisation error for the euclid-
ean coordinates in the range 34.4 to 0.017 mm. 4 bit per 
coordinate result in a total edge width of 40bit, whereas 
a resolution of 16bit per coordinate results in a total edge 
width of 100bit.

The implementation utilisation of all three synthesised 
modules is shown in Fig.  12b, varying the resolution 
of euclidean coordinates and distances in the generated 
edges.

Similar to the previous measurement, the highest utilisa-
tion is reported for registers, taking up between 11.1% and 
26.1% depending on the width of the edges. It can be seen, 
that the implementation size scales linearly with the width 
of the graph edges. Increasing the resolution of a param-
eter, e.g. the TDC readout, therefore leads to a proportion-
ally higher utilisation of the corresponding resource on the 

Table 2  Overview of the features of the sensors used to define the 
edges

The occurrence indicates how often the respective feature is repre-
sented in an edge

Feature Type Occurrence Width

Hit identifier Dynamic 2 1 bit
ADC readout Dynamic 2 4 bit
TDC readout Dynamic 2 5 bit
X coordinate Static 2 4 to 16 bit
Y coordinate Static 2 4 to 16 bit
Distance Static 1 4 to 16 bit

(a) Utilization for a variable graph size |E|. The queue
length parameter is set to eight, each edge is composed
of 60 bits.

(b) Utilisation for a variable edge width. The queue
length parameter is set to eight, the input graph is
composed of 4545 edges.

Fig. 12  Resource utilisation reported after out-of-context synthe-
sis on the UT4 platform using Vivado  2022.2 for registers, lookup 
tables  (LUTs) and multiplexers  (F7MUXes). Measurement are indi-

cated by dots and connected by lines through linear interpolation to 
guide the eye. Unreported resource types are not utilised in the imple-
mentation
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FPGA. For a better overview, the overall evaluation results 
are also presented in Table 3.

Based on the presented results, the implementation of the 
graph building module is considered feasible on the UT4 
board. By experimental evaluation we show that our hard-
ware architecture can be implemented semi-automatically 
for the L1 trigger of the Belle II experiment, enabling the 
deployment of GNNs in the latency-constrained trigger 
chain. The feature vectors of the edges are provided via a 
parallel output register, where the address of every edge is 
statically determined at design time. Depending on succes-
sive filtering algorithms, any number of output queues can 
be provided. To conclude, our toolchain allows for a flex-
ible and resource efficient design of online graph building 
modules for trigger applications. In the presented imple-
mentation, our module is able to achieve a throughput of 
32 million samples per second at total latency of 39.06ns, 
corresponding to ten clock cycles at fsys . As the reported 
latency is well below the required O(1�s) , our graph build-
ing module leaves a large part of the latency and resource 
budget on FPGAs to the demanding GNN solutions.

Conclusion

In our work, we analysed three graph building approaches 
on their feasibility for the real-time environment of particle 
physics machine-learning applications. As the k-NN algo-
rithm, which is favoured by state-of-the-art GNN-tracking 
solutions, is unsuitable for the strict sub-microsecond 
latency constraints imposed by trigger systems, we identify 
two locally constrained nearest neighbour algorithms ϵ-NN 
and p-NN as possible alternatives. In an effort to reduce the 
number of design-iterations and time-consuming hardware 
debugging, we develop a generator-based hardware design 
methodology tailored specifically to online graph-building 
algorithms. Our approach generalises graph-building algo-
rithms into an intermediate-graph representation based on a 
formal detector description and user-specified metrics. The 
semi-automated workflow enables the generation of FPGA-
accelerated hardware implementation of locally constrained 

nearest neighbour algorithms. To demonstrate the capabili-
ties of our toolchain, we perform a case study on the trigger 
system of the Belle II detector. We implement an online 
graph-building algorithm which adapts the pattern of the 
current track segment finder, demonstrating the feasibility 
of our approach in the environment of particle physics trig-
ger applications. The code used for this research is available 
open source under Ref. [60].

Nearest neighbour algorithms presented in this work 
achieve a O(1) time complexity and a O(|E|) space com-
plexity, compared to a O(|D|) time complexity in approxi-
mate k-NN algorithms or a O(k|D| log(|D|) complexity in 
the sequential case [23, 25]. As a result, our semi-automated 
methodology may also be applied to other detectors with 
heterogeneous sensor arrays to build graphs under latency 
constraints, enabling the integration of GNN-tracking solu-
tions in particle physics.

During the evaluation of our similarity metric, we found a 
non-negligible difference between k-NN graphs and locally 
constrained NN-graphs. For the complete replacement of k
-NN graphs with our proposed ϵ-NN and p-NN graphs, the 
differences must be taken into account to achieve optimal 
performance when designing successive trigger stages. For 
this reason, we consider the future development of methods 
for algorithm co-design essential for integrating GNNs into 
real-world trigger applications. Careful studies of possible 
difference between simulated data are another main direction 
of future work.
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Table 3  Utilisation for variable 
graph size |E|, |V| and edge 
width

Numerical implementation results are identical to the values shown in Fig. 12

No. of vertices No. of edges Width of edge Registers LUTs F7Muxes

Abs. % Abs. % Abs. %
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978 4545 100 bit 485473 26.20 47642 5.14 11200 2.23
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